Introduction
From a real-time systems perspective, providing hard guarantees for AI algorithms is difficult because of the large variance in execution time [33] . Such guarantees, if granted, may lead to very poor system utilization at run-time. On the other hand, forcing developers to employ AI methods which have more predictable execution time will result in limiting the choice of (e.g. deliberative) algorithms and thus affect the usefulness of the application.
When AI systems have to operate under real-time constraints where approximation is necessary, one solution is to employ anytime algorithms [14] , which is one kind of imprecise computation (iterative refinement) [12, 23] for providing quality-time tradeoff and approximate solutions. This is especially true when deliberations, such as reasoning and planning, are required since they can be highly expensive computationally. However, the supporting task model can be a source of difficulty when hard guarantees are required: consider an anytime planning algorithm [14, 18] of which the initial part requires a budget for guaranteeing a minimum acceptable plan to be constructed. The algorithm then refines the quality of the results whenever there are available resources. At some point it has to stop to meet its timing requirement where the final result may need to be written back to a shared memory area, an I/O device or sent over a network (e.g., in a cooperative multi-agent system). It then waits for the corresponding result acknowledgement, which with real-time requirements may require a particular real-time access protocol for guaranteeing schedulability. Even using the "Mandatory-Optional" task structure in the original imprecise computation model [23] , the final part of the computation is not guaranteed and may not finish before its deadline. Such computation can be regarded as the action component of the "Percept-Deliberation-Action" cycle in common agents [26] .
The "Prologue-Optional-Epilogue" (P-O-E) task model proposed by Audsley el al. [4, 1] , which is a generalization of that of Liu et al., can accommodate tasks of such structure. The authors devised schedulability tests, based on response time analysis with task offsets [2, 30] , for guaranteeing schedulability of the mandatory (prologue and epilogue) tasks, where the optional components can be unbounded. However, their work mainly concerns system schedulability rather than maximizing the available time for scheduling optional components, which is constrained by the interval between the prologue and epilogue tasks.
With regard to this problem, one approach may be to adopt a Slack Stealer [19] or a bandwidth-preserving server such as the Deferrable Server [29] for delaying the execution of hard tasks in favor of scheduling optional tasks. Unfortunately the Slack Stealer is characterized by very high overheads whereas bandwidth-preserving algorithms are not designed for this purpose and will introduce pessimism in the schedulability analysis. Dual Priority Scheduling [13] has been shown to be effective in scheduling aperiodic tasks with low overheads. In particular, the execution of hard tasks is deferred as much as possible based on the information of task's worst-case response time. We show that the approach can also be applied in supporting imprecise computation by devising a modified promotion strategy for different types of tasks.
System support can also be an issue: most of the previous scheduling algorithms and results in imprecise computation are EDF-based while the majority of existing real-time operating systems (RTOS) use static priority scheduling [8, 22, 28] , thus not providing the necessary support for software designers to implement imprecise algorithms. Yet fixed priority response time analysis [3, 2] , which this work is based upon, has been extended to accommodate various timing requirements such as task release jitter, offsets, arbitrary deadlines, etc., emerging as a mature realtime scheduling technology [7, 8] . This paper shows how realtime AI applications can be supported by theories and tools available in fixed priority scheduling. The remainder of this article is organized as follows: in the next section we first discuss some related works about the topic. The problem associated with constructing real-time AI applications is then presented by a motivational case study. We then show how fixed priority scheduling can be used in supporting these applications with a more general task model plus the corresponding schedulability analysis. This is followed by the details of a new scheduling scheme, based on Dual Priority Scheduling, which shows how the scheduling of optional components can be enhanced while still maintaining system schedulability. Simulation studies have been performed and the results are shown for performance assessment. Finally we conclude the work and suggest future directions to investigate.
Related Works
A common problem among current real-time AI systems is that they only run on general purpose operating systems (GPOS) [25, 16] , which is only soft real-time at best. Contract anytime algorithms [31] require strict resource reservations a priori otherwise the quality of the results produced is not guaranteed; this guarantee however can not be provided by a GPOS. Zilberstein [33] also considered a resource allocation profile for a composite system consisting of a set of anytime algorithms. However, it is only valid when there are no other processes in the system since only the resource allocation among the anytime algorithms is considered. New processes can enter into the system at any time and common resources may also be held without a welldefined upper bound duration, effectively breaking down any optimality in such predefined allocations.
An exception is the CIRCA (Cooperative Intelligent RealTime Control Architecture) work in [24] , where the architecture is divided into two subsystems (real-time and AI) cooperating through a communication interface. More specifically, in the reasoning process, the AI subsystem reasons about actions with their known execution times and produces a plan consisting of individual actions in such a way that the plan can be implemented in the real-time subsystem by a specified deadline. Nevertheless, the real-time subsystem in CIRCA is a simplistic one that only runs a cyclic executive plan supplied by the AI subsystem, thus not making the best use of the real-time technologies available. The disadvantages of using a cyclic executive, such as inflexibility in programming, are well known in the real-time systems literature.
Our approach is more integrated where tasks can be facilitated directly by more flexible scheduling in the operating system, which is supported with schedulability theory in fixed priority scheduling.
A Case Study From RoboCup
We consider a general problem of maximizing resource usage that many real-time AI applications have in common. In particular, we demonstrate it through a case study based on a simplified version of the RoboCup simulation league [9] in which two teams of autonomous agents compete in a simulated soccer game. The RoboCup is chosen because it is very well known in the AI community for employing AI techniques in environments with real-time constraints, where many advanced and approximation techniques have been developed. We ignore irrelevant details and only present a simplified version with the necessary timing requirements that captures the essence of the problem.
In the competition, there are two machines each hosting 11 instances of an agent program which connect to a referee server for soccer game simulation via a network connection. The agents in each machine have to decide an action command to be sent to the simulation server based on the environmental information they receive from the server. The programs can make use of any reasoning method; they just have to obey the protocol of the game. The simulation and perception of world state updates every 100ms and each agent is required to indicate a movement action every 10ms. We make use of the latter timing and assume it is a hard requirement which the agent program has to meet.
The problem is that, given a target machine for the agent programs to be run upon, how do we build the agent (to be run with 11 instances using the same program) such that the system resource usage can be maximized? In particular, each agent has to make an action decision every 10ms; how can we make sure all the "Percept-Deliberation-Action" computation of the 11 agents will finish within the timing constraint while not wasting any free system capacity?
If the AI methods employed are sophisticated, where the worst-case execution time is large, then the system may not be able to guarantee the schedulability of all agents. And if it can be guaranteed, since the worst-case rarely happens one runs the risk of serious under-utilization at run-time. However, using restricted methods also results in inefficient use of resources, decreasing the utility that can be gained by giving more time for agents to perform deliberative reasoning and planning.
It is for this reason that the machine provided by the official organization in the competition is very fast -fast enough to encourage more sophisticated methods to be developed by the AI researchers. Having said that, there will always be available resources that can be harnessed for enhancing agent's utility. How do we therefore manage these resources?
Fixed Priority Scheduling
The above problem can be leveraged by using a task model which is hybrid with both hard and optional computation. This section presents the details of the task model and the schedulability analysis required, including an exact response time test and a more tractable version of the test.
Task Computation Model
We define our computation model based on that of [1] , with a slight change in task notation.
A general computation can be modelled by five components:
where I and O stands for task input and output, C1 and C2 for mandatory computation, and X the optional computation. Note that the I/O time may depend on the processing speed of the corresponding devices and that the access to the devices can be bounded by using an appropriate resource access protocol. Milestone methods (including anytime algorithms), sieve functions, and multiple versions 1 can then be represented with different arrangements from these parts [4, 1] .
A set τ = {τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ n } represents all tasks in the system. A task τ i is represented by 3 different components; the prologue (τ 
We denote it as the "P-O-E" task structure. An ordinary periodic task is just an imprecise task without the optional and epilogue parts. The P-O-E structure is a generalization of the Mandatory-Optional structure because the latter can be represented by a P-O-E without the epilogue part. 2 Based on this task structure, anytime algorithms can be extended to have the form "Contract-Anytime-Contract", where contract components [31, 33] correspond to the mandatory computation prologue and epilogue respectively, with the anytime component mapping to the optional part. We call anytime algorithms of this structure Hybrid Anytime Algorithms, which is obviously a generalization of the ordinary anytime algorithm.
So now there is no need to provide a hard guarantee for the full possible length of the execution time of a task. The contract 1 Also called multiple methods in other contexts. 2 The authors acknowledge that the P-O-E structure can also be represented by two end-to-end Mandatory-Optional imprecise tasks [15] where any error produced in the first task will not result in any input error to the second -they merely have a precedence relation, with the optional component of the second task discarded. However we argue that the P-O-E structure is conceptually more concise and general for a single complete computation. Representing the P-O-E that way necessarily complicates the required system support and confuses system designers from a system engineering perspective.
at the beginning and end of a task can be relatively small to allow execution for a minimum acceptable result and necessary finalization of computation whilst the optional part will be executed whenever possible -for example, this can be used for an anytime search algorithm [18] whose result quality increases as more time is given.
Moreover, the mapping is flexible in the sense that part of the Percept or Action can be mapped by the optional part so that part of the computation becomes optional (e.g. imprecise Percept); similarly, part of the deliberation can also be mapped to the contract component before or after the optional part for hard guarantees on deliberation. This model essentially eases the designer from worrying about unused capacity -this becomes even more important when the target machine is unknown at design time.
Note that, having shown this correspondence, we will keep using the terminologies based on the imprecise computation literature for the rest of this paper.
Each task τ i has the following parameters: need to finish execution before their deadlines, otherwise the task τ i is said to have missed the deadline. For clarity, if a task is mentioned without direct indication that it is imprecise, it is assumed to be an ordinary (non-imprecise) task. When we mention the partner task τ k of a task τ j , if τ j is the prologue then τ k is the epilogue from the same imprecise task and vice versa.
A level-i busy period refers to the execution duration of a task τ i from the instant it is released to the instant it finishes execution, during which the system is busy executing τ i or higher priority tasks. The longest busy period of the task is its worst-case response time and the corresponding release instant will be the critical instant [21] . A schedulability test determines if a task set is schedulable given a priority assignment ordering and is called sufficient if all tasks passing the test are indeed schedulable. It is called necessary if any task sets that fail the test are actually unschedulable. A test is exact if it is both sufficient and necessary.
Making Use of Task Offsets
The primary objective of the real time system is to guarantee all ordinary hard tasks, as well as ensuring that the mandatory parts (prologue and epilogue) of imprecise tasks, will also meet their deadlines. In a fixed priority preemptive system, the schedulability of the system can be easily found by using the response time analysis by completely omitting the optional task. If the epilogue part is immediately executed once the prologue part is finished, from a scheduling point of view, the two parts can be treated as one single task.
Assume that the deadline of a task is equal to or smaller than the task's period, the worst-case response time R i of a task τ i can be stated as:
where hp(i) stands for all higher priority tasks of task τ i . The term B i represents the maximum blocking time of accessing a shared resource. A bound can be found using a particular resource access protocol, such as the Priority Ceiling Protocol [27] .
In that case B i represents the maximum execution time of any lower priority tasks of the task τ i . The equation can be solved by iteratively evaluating the following recurrence relation [2] , which can begin with R
> D i , in that case the task set is unschedulable (see [17] for proof of convergence for task sets with ≤ 100% processor utilization).
The above test, however, is ineffective in facilitating optional components since it makes no attempts to schedule them. Since there is a precedence relationship between τ 
As mentioned, the period of each mandatory task, T 
The selection of S i is somewhat arbitrary. However, setting it at an earlier time will make it more difficult to schedule the prologue task τ p i because it now has a shorter deadline. On the other hand, setting S i to a later time will decrease the deadline of the epilogue task and may affect its priority and schedulability.
Applying equation (2) again, with the modified deadlines, results in a less pessimistic analysis because the two mandatory tasks of each imprecise task are now treated individually. However, an even less pessimistic test can be obtained by making use of task offsets in the analysis.
Task Priority Ordering
Neither Rate Montonic (RM) [21] nor Deadline Monotonic (DM) [20] ordering is optimal when arbitrary offsets are allowed [30] . Without loss of generality, we assume DM ordering is used. According to the modified deadline mentioned above, each task is assigned a distinct priority -the smaller the deadline the higher the priority. For tasks with the same deadline value we assign them a distinct but adjacent priority.
For the purpose of performing schedulability tests, each imprecise task will be individually represented by the two mandatory tasks (τ p i , τ e i ), each being treated as a single ordinary hard task in the tests. Therefore, if there are n imprecise tasks and m ordinary tasks in the system, there are in total 2n + m tasks in the schedulability analysis.
We introduce a shorthand τ j which represents a task with priority level j for the analysis below (every non-imprecise tasks, prologue τ p i and epilogue τ e i is now represented by a task τ j with a distinct priority j), where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n + m and the lower the index the higher the actual priority.
Schedulability Analysis with Task Offsets
Consider a task τ j . The only tasks that can increase its response time are the higher priority tasks. When the τ 
The length of a priority level j busy period period of τ j , denoted by w j , can be obtained by:
which is less pessimistic than equation (2) . The above equation, however, does not take into account the possible interference caused by the partner task of τ j . If the partner, let's say τ k , is of lower priority, it obviously cannot affect τ j and equation (4) will be enough. However, if τ k is a higher priority task than τ j , because it is possible that it can cause other tasks with intermediate priorities to delay their execution times, the response time of τ j can also be affected indirectly.
According to the previous analysis [1] , we must examine two priority level j busy periods. The first one assumes that τ j is released at time 0 and ignoring τ k . Another assumes that τ k is invoked at time 0 with τ j releasing at an offset of O j . And finally the maximum of the two busy periods is taken.
The length of the first busy period can be found using the recurrence relation shown below:
Iterations follow that of equation (2) . Note that possible interference from τ k is excluded.
For calculating the second busy period, we set O j = T i − S i if τ j is the prologue task of process τ i , and O j = S i otherwise. The busy period w j is found as follows:
(6) In the above equation, the term C k represents the interference due to one invocation of τ k because τ k and τ j share the same period. The actual busy period is w j − O j after the value w j converged, since task τ j is assumed to be released with an offset O j .
The worst-case response time R j corresponds to the maximum of the two busy periods w j found in equation (5) and (6), when its partner task is having a higher priority. And schedulability can be easily tested by comparison with its deadline D j .
However, there can be many combinations of offset relations from higher priority pairs, in calculating the exact worst-case response time of a task, it is necessary to examine all the possible combinations of higher priority task offset alignments as suggested in [30] by Tindell, which has been shown to be intractable in general. In particular, the critical instant can occur at any of the combinatorial offset alignments of higher priority prologueepilogue pairs.
In the case of our task model where there are only two tasks (prologue and epilogue) in an offset relation, for each task there are O(2 n ) number of the above busy period calculation to perform, where n is the number of higher priority prologue-epilogue pairs (base two because there are two tasks in a single offset relation) and at the end the maximum busy period is taken as the exact worst-case response time.
Schedulability of the task system can be easily verified by comparing the response time to the deadline for all tasks. That is:
where γ is the set of all non-imprecise tasks plus all prologue and epilogue tasks in the task system. If the blocking factor B i is omitted, and the concerned system only consists of sporadic tasks, the test is exact because the worstcase can indeed occur. However, in the case of periodic tasks with shared resources bounded by a blocking factor, the worst-case interference may never occur due to particular phasing caused by how tasks access resources, making the test sufficient but not necessary.
Tractable Schedulability Analysis
Calculating the exact response time for a task set with a sizable number of imprecise tasks can be very computationally expensive. Tindell has devised a tractable test [30] (sufficient but not exact) for tasks with any offset relations, which can also be applied to our task model.
In essence, the idea is that, rather than examining all possible offset combinations for evaluation of the busy period of a task, we can examine the maximum interference caused by using different offsets within each transaction 4 and summing over all transactions during each iteration of the calculation of the busy period w. This allows us to ignore the consideration of different busy periods caused by the various offset alignments of higher priority tasks in other transactions. 5 Ignoring the blocking term, equation (5) can be rewritten as:
where
trans refers to the set of all transactions (all imprecise tasks) and trans(j) returns the particular transaction where task τ j is in, whereas tasks(t) represents all the tasks in the transaction t. In equation (9) O y refers to the relative offset of task τ y to 4 A transaction consists of a set of tasks sharing the same period and having an offset relation to the beginning of it. In our task model a transaction is equal to a prologue-epilogue pair. 5 Note however this is where the pessimism of the test is introduced.
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Figure 2. Priority hierarchy of DPS.
the release of task τ x , therefore in equation (8) each offset combination in the same transaction will be tested and the maximum interference value from that transaction will be taken, during each iterative calculation of w. The second busy period equation can be obtained in a similar fashion:
The time complexity of the busy period evaluation for each task is reduced from the original O(2 n ) to O(2n), where n is the number of of higher priority prologue-epilogue pairs (transactions) of the task. Simulation studies [11] showed that the response times calculated by the tractable test only differ by a small fraction to that obtained by the exact test, providing a worthy substitute should the exact approach become intractable.
iDPS: imprecise Dual Priority Scheduling
In scheduling imprecise computation with the task model concerned, the main objective is to try servicing as much unbounded optional computation as possible while providing hard guarantees for mandatory tasks. However, optimally scheduling optional tasks among hard tasks with offsets, in general, is NP-hard [20, 1] . Nonetheless, based on the response time analysis formulated above, an effective scheduling scheme can be derived with satisfying performance by utilizing the concepts from Dual Priority Scheduling (DPS) [13] while maintain the required hard timing guarantees. DPS, proposed by Davis and Wellings, is characterized by its low overheads and simple implementation. It has been shown highly efficient for servicing aperiodic tasks. To enable DPS to service imprecise tasks with the proposed task model, we need to modify the way it sets the promotion time of different tasks. We use the term iDPS as the extended version of DPS which is aimed at supporting imprecise computation.
In DPS, the worst-case execution time of a task is first found by the response time equations, such as equations (5) Note that these equations can easily be extended to accommodate release jitter and arbitrary deadlines as shown in [13] .
There are three priority bands in DPS (Figure 2 ), aperiodic tasks reside in the middle band and any tasks in a higher band have absolute higher priorities than the ones in a lower band. Hard tasks, when first released, are set to run in the lower band. They are promoted to the upper band when it is necessary for them to meet their deadlines. The latest promotion time y i = t i + Y i , where t i is the original release time and
is found by first calculating the worst-case response time R i of the task τ i . In other words, if τ i has not been executing after an interval Y i since its release, it will be promoted at the instant y i .
The original DPS sets every hard task's promotion time as late as possible for responsiveness of aperiodic tasks. In iDPS, the same promotion strategy for non-imprecise hard tasks is retained. However, to maximize the available time for scheduling optional tasks, it is necessary to schedule the prologue task as early as possible and the epilogue task as late a time as possible, so that the chance of scheduling pending optional tasks is maximized.
More specifically, in iDPS we modify the promotion strategy for tasks so that for each prologue task τ p i the promotion time is set to their initial release time t i , which is the beginning of every period of the task. For each epilogue task τ p i and any normal hard tasks τ x , a latest promotion time y i is set to t i + (D i − R i ), as shown in Figure 3 (prologue and epilogue represented by C j and C k ). In such a way, the interval between prologue and epilogue is effectively enlarged.
Note that the accuracy of WCET, which are assumed to be given, is important -as the epilogue task is postponed as much as possible, invalid WCET may lead to an overrun of tasks and subsequently missed deadlines. Note, however, that this is rather a problem of inaccurate WCET analysis than a problem of iDPS, and a safety margin can easily be incorporated if it is deemed necessary.
Schedulability Analysis
According to Bernat and Burns [5] , promoting a task at time y i is equal to assigning the effective release time of the task the time t i + Y i and a deadline D i − Y i , where t i is its original re-lease time. We note that in applying iDPS, unfortunately, when a task's offset is changed, the worst-case response time calculated according to Section 4 will be no longer valid. In other words, if tasks are promoted at an offset according to the previous response time value calculated, the actual response time may not be the same since other tasks may be released at a different time in their execution, effectively changing the offset relation. In particular if the resulting response time is longer than the previous calculated response time, releasing a task at that offset will result in tasks missing their deadlines.
Therefore, to apply iDPS, the offset O i of epilogue τ i will need to be re-adjusted as S i +Y i , and the schedulability tests need to be re-run again for guaranteeing schedulability of the system.
As a solution, we perform this offset re-adjustment and response time re-calculation iteration procedure from the highest priority to the lowest priority epilogue task where the offset of the epilogue is its response time obtained in the last test, until all epilogue task's response time value have been fixed with all tasks schedulable. In case any lower priority task becomes unschedulable with the new offset value of an epilogue task used in an iteration, a fall back policy is employed where the values used in the last iteration will be adopted and no new promotion times will be calculated for that task. The iteration continues with the rest of the lower priority epilogue tasks.
Each iteration involves the schedulability tests mentioned in Section 4 and the maximum number of iterations is bounded by the number of epilogue tasks in the system. Therefore the major complexity is still imposed by the number of imprecise tasks in the system as in the schedulability tests with offsets.
Schedulability of all tasks is now verified by comparing the response time to the deadline as:
where O i = 0 if τ i is a prologue task and γ is the set of all tasks in the system.
Effects of iDPS
Now we formulate the principle effects that can be expected from applying iDPS. The actual amount of time that can be used for executing optional component of an imprecise task is a dynamic property of the system since it is a function of when the prologue finishes execution and when the epilogue is released. We can be more quantitative by the following definition considering an imprecise task τ i with prologue τ j and epilogue τ k :
Definition 1. The interval, W i , that can be used for executing the optional component of τ i is the duration between the completion of its prologue task and the release time of its epilogue task where the prologue executes up to its worst-case response time.
The exact increase for W i by iDPS on τ i depends on all the attributes (deadlines, response times, etc.) of different tasks in the system. Nevertheless, such an increase could be substantial -in fact it could be as much as or even greater than the original interval. In particular, we show that W i is exactly doubled in a special case by the following theorem if C j = C k . Proof. This directly follows from equation (3) when C j = C k . Theorem 1. If C j = C k and the followings concerning τ i hold:
Lemma 1. If the intermediate deadline is assigned according to Section 4.2, the new deadlines of τ j and τ k will be set as half of the original deadline
• the prologue task executes up to its WCET;
• the prologue task experiences worst-case interference from higher priority tasks and;
• both prologue and epilogue do not access shared resources. 6 
By applying iDPS, W i is exactly doubled, that is, increased by 100% compared to the original offset defined in Section 4.2.
Proof. By lemma 1 we know prologue and epilogue have the same deadline, and by DM ordering their priorities will be adjacent to each other. 7 According to equation (5, 6) , both of their worst-case response times will be the same.
The original W i is the deadline of prologue minus its worstcase response time, i.e., D j − R j , since the epilogue task is released immediately at S i which stops the execution of the optional task. By using iDPS, the release time of the epilogue task τ k is postponed by an extra duration
At first glance the theorem seems rather restrictive since worst-case rarely happens and that prologue and epilogue can be expected to have different WCET values. It is provided here as a proof of concept showing the amount of improvement that can be obtained by exploiting response time information of tasks in iDPS. In fact, systems do show a similar performance gain in the simulations studied shown in the next section (when tasks have non equal execution times and are not experiencing worst-case interference).
In addition, because priority ordering is based on deadlines and that the deadlines of prologue and epilogue usually do not differ much compared to other tasks in the system (assuming the WCET to deadline ratio is small, equation (3)), their priorities will often stay close, which roughly resembles the required assumptions (adjacent priorities) and expected gain of the interval length. 8 Note that any unused guaranteed capacity (slack) will be automatically reclaimed and used in the middle band of the scheduling framework for enhancing system utility. Note also that the 6 The proof is also valid when both of them share the same resource bounded by the same blocking factor, and the prologue experiences the worst-case scenario. 7 In cases where other tasks also have the same deadlines, we can always arrange their priority in such a way that they are adjacent to each other without compromising schedulability. 8 Especially for high priority tasks with short deadlines since they suffer less interference. run-time overhead of iDPS should not be more than that of DPS (proved effective in [13] ) since no sophisticated calculations and mechanism changes are involved.
Performance Evaluation
In this section we evaluate how effective the proposed task model and scheduling scheme can solve the problem of maximizing resource usage. Based on the timing requirements used in the case study, a set of simulations were performed to model the RoboCup scenario.
There are three versions of the scenario in which we are interested: 1) where the 11 agent tasks are represented by normal hard tasks (marked "Traditional" in the figures); 2) where the 11 agent tasks are represented by the P-O-E task model with schedulability verified as suggested in Section 4. Optional components are scheduled whenever no hard task is executing (marked "P-O-E" in the figures); and 3) where the 11 agent tasks are represented by the P-O-E task model plus that iDPS, as described in the last section, is applied so that normal hard tasks and epilogue tasks are scheduled as late as possible for facilitating optional computation (marked "iDPS" in the figures).
The 11 agent tasks are denoted by the set τ a ; the deadline of each task is equal to the period and assigned as 10ms. The total utilization of all agent tasks is denoted as U a = ∀i∈τa Ci Ti . In addition, there are 10 more normal tasks with randomly generated values of period. The period values span across a few orders of magnitude (4 -7 digit figures) in a roughly uniform way where the value of each digit is chosen randomly (1 -9 for the most significant digit and 0 -9 for the rest). This set of tasks mimic the workload of background system tasks in the case study, denoted as τ s , where U s = ∀i∈τs
Ci
Ti represents the total utilization of these tasks. Note that the resolution of a simulation tick is one micro-second (μs), thus the tasks generated represent a reasonable period distribution of a real system.
Note that due to the sizable number of imprecise tasks in the simulations, all response time calculation is based on the tractable test, defined in Section 4.5. In addition, all mandatory tasks are assumed to not hold any resources (no blocking). Optional tasks are set to have the same utility so that they are scheduled in a round robin fashion (when eligible for execution) in the middle band throughout the experiments. Except for the varying parameter in each experiment, other parameters are held at default values as follows:
• total utilization of system tasks U s = 0.01 to allow more resources for agent tasks;
• total utilization of agent tasks U a = 0.8;
• the unused WCET ratio E = 1 − e C is set to 0, where e is the actual execution time such that all tasks executed up to their WCET.
Moreover, to evaluate the flexibility of the P-O-E model, the imprecise version of U a is only set at 20% of the traditional version of U a . That is, the WCET guaranteed by the system is only 20% of the WCET value guaranteed for agent tasks without using the P-O-E model, where prologue and epilogue each shares 10%. Each simulation runs for 10,000,000 ticks and the primary performance metric is the ratio of the total time used for scheduling agent tasks (including all mandatory and optional computation) against the total time simulated. Figure 4 shows this ratio against varying value of total utilization for agents (U a ). Each data point in the figure represents the averaged value calculated over 10 simulations each using a different set of randomly generated system tasks (τ s ) with the same set of parameters.
It can be observed that as U a increases the total time scheduled for agent tasks (Traditional) also increases accordingly. This must be true since more capacity is guaranteed for the agent tasks assuming the whole system is schedulable. The performance of scheduling with the imprecise task model (P-O-E) and further with iDPS are interesting. They remain steady at about 52% and 99% respectively. This means that even when their WCET are set at 20% of the agent task utilization without P-O-E, the amount of optional components scheduled allows them to make use of the spare capacity from the system. In particular, since the periods of the imprecise agent tasks are in sync, employing the P-O-E task model makes all epilogue tasks having the same offset S (Section 4.2) relative to the prologue tasks. Therefore the interval between S to the end of the period is not available for scheduling optional tasks. With increasing value of U a the performance of "P-O-E" eventually falls below that of the traditional method. However, scheduling by iDPS remains the best approach of the three. Based on the worstcase response time information the promotion time of epilogue tasks are set as late as possible. This leads to almost all of the available capacity assigned to the imprecise tasks representing the 11 agent programs.
Nevertheless, we have assumed that the unused WCET ratio to be 0. This is unrealistic for real systems -especially for AI algorithms which may have even more variable and longer execution times than typical algorithms do. Figure 5 shows how the performance of the traditional approach changes with varying unused WCET ratio that is applied to all tasks in the system, while holding U a = 0.8. It can be seen that as the value of E increases, the performance of the traditional approach drops accordingly.
Consider how difficult it is to construct AI algorithms at design time so that they can have very predictable execution times. Besides this issue, even when the system is fully utilized, it may lead to the system being unable to admit new tasks online for an open real-time system. In contrast, the task model allows computation of different natures to be separated with much smaller WCET so that new tasks can be admitted to the system dynamically while the dual priority mechanism in iDPS makes sure any slack time from unused guaranteed time of hard tasks is reclaimed, and thus maintaining the superior performance.
This ability is also evidenced in Figure 6 which shows how the performance of iDPS varies as the system is increasingly utilized by system tasks, where U a is held at 40% of the overall system workload. It can be seen that iDPS adapts to the changes in available resource dynamically and again outperforms the other approaches.
Moreover, there is yet another important advantage of using iDPS. That is, imprecise computations such as anytime algorithms tend to give very good results in a very short time but improve result quality slowly as time progresses [14, 31, 32] . By delaying the execution of epilogue task and non-imprecise tasks more optional components will get executed earlier, thus providing the desired result earlier, which could be important in, for example, real-time agent systems that have to operate under dynamic environments. Interested readers are referred to [10] for results of other simulations regarding more general systems other than the scenario studied in this paper.
Conclusion and Future Works
Supporting real-time AI applications is a challenging problem. By using a simplified case study based on a genuine real-time AI application we demonstrated the difficulties in developing such programs which can make the best use of system resources. Current approaches, with the restrictions that arise from their task model, scheduling and system support, are insufficient.
In this paper we have presented new results in scheduling imprecise computation based on fixed priority preemptive scheduling. This includes a more general task model for leveraging the problem of algorithm design in addition to the schedulability tests, both exact and sufficient (more tractable), that are required to guarantee the mandatory computation.
In improving the scheduling of optional components we presented an extended version of DPS [13] , called iDPS, for scheduling imprecise computation of the P-O-E structure. The improvement can be substantial as illustrated by the simulations conducted. This work adds to the already comprehensive set of theories, scheduling algorithms, and tools based on fixed priority scheduling, providing a mature technology where real-time AI applications can be suitably supported. It is expected it can be easily incorporated into existing real-time operating systems with minor modifications.
There are a few directions to investigate in the future. One direction is the calculation and application of task promotion time. In weakly hard real-time systems [6] , two different promotion times may be set for weakly-hard tasks where more time for scheduling optional components can be obtained if a later promotion time is used. Yet when the task is in need to meet its timing requirements, a particular promotion selection strategies based on the work by Bernat and Burns [5] may be employed.
Feng and Liu [15] worked on scheduling imprecise tasks with end-to-end timing constraints which allows tasks to have precedence constraints and input errors to tasks. A natural extension to our work will be to allow composite or even hierarchical imprecise tasks [31, 33] where input quality of a task depends on the output of others. Where utilities of optional components of imprecise tasks are characterized by more sophisticated functions, another extension is to allow applications to achieve decisiontheoretical control by manipulating their utilities. In this case more advanced scheduling strategies may need to be employed in the scheduling framework. Experimental evaluations using real anytime algorithms with realistic performance profiles will also be valuable.
